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Advances in Intelligent Web Mastering Katarzyna M. Wegrzyn-Wolska 2007-06-15 This book contains papers presented at the 5th Atlantic Web Intelligence
Conference, AWIC’2007, held in Fontainbleau, France, in June 2007, and organized by Esigetel, Technical University of Lodz, and Polish Academy of Sciences. It
includes reports from the front of diverse fields of the Web, including application of artificial intelligence, design, information retrieval and interpretation, user profiling,
security, and engineering.
Computational Science and Its Applications –- ICCSA 2009 Osvaldo Gervasi 2009-07-09 The two-volume set LNCS 5592 and 5593 constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the International Conference on Computational Science and Its Applications, ICCSA 2009, held in Seoul, Korea, in June/July, 2009. The two volumes
contain papers presenting a wealth of original research results in the field of computational science, from foundational issues in computer science and mathematics to
advanced applications in virtually all sciences making use of computational techniques. The topics of the fully refereed papers are structured according to the five
major conference themes: computational methods, algorithms and scientific applications, high performance technical computing and networks, advanced and
emerging applications, as well as information systems and information technologies. Moreover, submissions from more than 20 workshops and technical sessions
contribute to this publication. These cover topics such as geographical analysis, urban modeling, spatial statistics, wireless and ad hoc networking, logical, scientific
and computational aspects of pulse phenomena in transitions, high-performance computing and information visualization, sensor network and its applications,
molecular simulations structures and processes, collective evolutionary systems, software engineering processes and applications, molecular simulations structures
and processes, internet communication security, security and privacy in pervasive computing environments, and mobile communications.
International Perspectives on Maps and the Internet Michael P Peterson 2008-02-12 The Internet has redefined how maps are used. No longer restricted to paper,
maps are now transmitted almost instantly and delivered to the user in a fraction of the time required to distribute maps on paper. They are viewed in a more timely
fashion. The Internet presents the map user with both a faster method of map distribution and different forms of mapping. This book provides an international
perspective on this growing area of information dissemination.
Encyclopedia of Geographic Information Science Karen Kemp 2008 The Encyclopedia of Geographic Information Science covers the essence of this exciting, new,
and expanding field in an easily understood but richly detailed style. In addition to contributions from some of the best recognized scholars in GIScience, this volume
contains contributions from experts in GIS’ supporting disciplines who explore how their disciplinary perspectives are expanded within the context of GIScience—what

changes when consideration of location is added, what complexities in analytical procedures are added when we consider objects in 2, 3 or even 4 dimensions, what
can we gain by visualizing our analytical results on a map or 3D display?
Geographic Information Science George Cho 2005-09-27 Spatial information users and providers are increasingly concerned about the legal implications relating to
the use and dissemination of geographic information for which there are no right or wrong methods of practice, and no one source of information. This book fills the
gap by addressing key issues in contract law, intellectual property law, rights and responsabilities and liability as they relate to the GI community. The first book to
interpret the law relating to GI Science and outline its implications to a general readership Provides a comprehensive discourse in law and GI Science irrespective of
jurisdiction Offers a global perspective throughout with case materials coming from the UK, North America, the EU and Australasia
Geospatial Information System Use in Public Organizations Nicolas Valcik 2019-09-11 This book shows how Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) can be used for
operations management in public institutions. It covers theory and practical applications, ranging from tracking public health trends to mapping transportation routes to
charting the safest handling of hazardous materials. Along with an expert line-up of contributors and case studies, the editor provides a complete overview of how to
use GIS as part of a successful, collaborative data analysis, and how to translate the information into cost-saving decisions, or even life-saving ones.
Geospatial Web Services: Advances in Information Interoperability Zhao, Peisheng 2010-12-31 As Web service technologies have matured in recent years, an
increasing number of geospatial Web services designed to deal with spatial information over the network have emerged. Geospatial Web Services: Advances in
Information Interoperability provides relevant theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical research findings and applications in the area. This book highlights the
strategic role of geospatial Web services in a distributed heterogeneous environment and the life cycle of geospatial Web services for building interoperable
geospatial applications.
Approaches to Human Geography Stuart C. Aitken 2014-12-01 "The book covers some of the (traditionally) most obtuse and difficult-to-grasp philosophical ideas that
have influenced geographers/geography. The fact that these are presented in an inclusive and accessible manner is a key strength. Many students have commented
that the chapters they have read have encouraged them to read more in this field, which is fantastic from a lecturer's perspective." - Richard White, Sheffield Hallam
University A new edition of the classic Approaches text for students, organised in three sections, which overviews and explains the history and philosophy of Human
Geographies in all its applications by those who practise it: Section One – Philosophies: Positivist Geography / Humanism / Feminist Geographies / Marxisms /
Structuration Theory / Human Animal / Realism / Postmodern Geographies/ Poststructuralist Theories / Actor-Network Theory, / Postcolonialism / Geohumanities /
Technologies Section Two – People: Institutions and Cultures / Places and Contexts / Memories and Desires / Understanding Place / Personal and Political /
Becoming a Geographer / Movement and Encounter / Spaces and Flows / Places as Thoughts Section Three – Practices: Mapping and Geovisualization /
Quantification, Evidence, and Positivism / Geographic Information Systems / Humanism / Activism / Feminist Geographies / Poststructuralist Theories /
Psychoanalysis / Environmental Inquiry / Contested Geographies and Culture Wars Fully updated throughout and with eight brand new chapters - this is the core text
for modules on history, theory, and practice in Human Geography.
Geographic Information Systems and Crime Analysis Fahui Wang 2005-01-01 Computerized crime mapping or GIS in law enforcement agencies has experienced
rapid growth, particularly since the mid 1990s. There has also been increasing interests in GIS analysis of crime from various academic fields including criminology,
geography, urban planning, information science and others. Geographic Information Systems and Crime Analysis features a diverse array of GIS applications in crime
analysis, from general issues such as GIS as a communication process and inter-jurisdictional data sharing to specific applications in tracking serial killers and
predicting juvenile violence.
Geographic Information Wade Bishop 2016-10-27 The history and future of geographic information (GI) in the context of big data creates new avenues of concern
over its organization, access and use. In this book the authors explore both the background and present challenges facing the preservation of GI, focusing on the
roles of librarians, archivists, data scientists, and other information professionals in the creation of GI records for its organization, access, and use.
Geographic Information Systems and Science Paul A. Longley 2005-03-22 Features a five part structure covering: Foundations; Principles; Techniques; Analysis; and
Management and Policy. This book includes chapters on Distributed GIS, Map Production, Geovisualization, Modeling, and Managing GIS. It offers coverage of such
topics as: GIS and the New World Order; security, health and well being; and the greening of GIS.
Geographic Information Science Max J. Egenhofer 2003-06-30 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Conference on Geographic
Information Science, GIScience 2002, held in Boulder, Colorado, USA in September 2002.The 24 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected

from 64 paper submissions. Among the topics addressed are Voronoi diagram representation, geospacial database design, vector data transmission, geographic
information retrieval, geo-ontologies, relative motion analysis, Web-based maps information retrieval, spatial pattern recognition, environmental decision support
systems, multi-scale spatial databases, mobile journey planning, searching geographical data, indexing, terrain modeling, spatial allocation, distributed geographic
internet information systems, and spatio-thematic information programming.
Map-based Mobile Services Liqiu Meng 2008-02-20 This book reports the newest research and technical achievements on the following theme blocks: Design of
mobile map services and its constraints, typology and usability of mobile map services, visualization solutions on small displays for time-critical tasks, mobile map
users, interaction and adaptation in mobile environments and applications of map-based mobile services.
Classics from IJGIS Peter Fisher 2006-07-20 The past 20 years can be regarded as the adolescence of geographic information science (GIS), as it grew from a
burgeoning area of study into a mature and thriving field. During those two decades, the International Journal of Geographic Information Science (formerly Systems)
(IJGIS) was one of the most prominent academic guiding forces in GIScience
Geographic Hypermedia Emmanuel Stefanakis 2007-01-04 The book serves as a collection of multi-disciplinary contributions related to Geographic Hypermedia and
highlights the technological aspects of GIS. Specifically, it focuses on its database and database management system. The methodologies for modeling and handling
geographic data are described. It presents the novel models, methods and tools applied in Spatial Decision Support paradigm.
GIS Online Brandon Plewe 1997 GIS Online is a comprehensive guide for businesses, government agencies, nonprofit organizations, educational institutions, and
individuals who want to build a Web site based on GIS and mapping technology, or who simply want to include maps on their sites. The book describes the concepts
of distributed geographic information (DGI), the integration of GIS and maps with the Internet, and data sharing, and provides guidance through the planning,
development, and maintenance of an effective site.
Web and Wireless Geographical Information Systems Michela Bertolotto 2008-12-11 The 8th edition of the International Symposium on Web and Wireless Geograpcal Information Systems (W2GIS 2008) was held in December 2008, in the vibrant city of Shanghai, China. This annual symposium aims at providing a forum for
discussing advances on recent developments and research results in the ?eld of Web and wireless geographical information systems. Promoted from workshop to sposium in 2005, W2GIS now represents a prestigious event within this dynamic research community. These proceedings contain the papers selected for presen- tion
at this international event. For the 2008 edition, we received 38 submissions from 16 countries. All subm- ted papers were related to topics of interest to the
symposium. Each paper received three reviews. Based on these reviews, 14 papers were selected for presentation and inclusion in the proceedings. The accepted
papers are all of excellent quality and cover topics that range from mobile networks and location-based services, to contextual representation and mapping, to
geospatial Web techniques, to object tracking in Web and mobile environments. We wish to thank all authors that contributed to this symposium for the high quality of
their papers and presentations. Our sincere thanks go to Springer’s LNCS team. We would also like to acknowledge and thank the Program C- mittee members for
the quality and timeliness of their reviews. Finally, many thanks to the Steering Committee members for providing continuous support and advice.
Earth Science Satellite Remote Sensing John J. Qu 2007-04-29 This book provides information on the Earth science remote sensing data information and data format
such as HDF-EOS. It evaluates the current data processing approaches and introduces data searching and ordering from different public domains. It further explores
the remote sensing and GIS migration products and WebGIS applications. Both volumes are designed to give an introduction to current and future NASA, NOAA and
other Earth science remote sensing.
Location-Based Services and Geo-Information Engineering Allan Brimicombe 2009-02-17 Location-Based Services (LBS) are the delivery of data and information
services where the content of those services is tailored to the current location and context of a mobile user. This is a new and fast-growing technology sector
incorporating GIS, wireless technologies, positioning systems and mobile human-computer interaction. Geo-Information (GI) Engineering is the design of dependably
engineered solutions to society’s use of geographical information and underpins applications such as LBS. These are brought together in this comprehensive text that
takes the reader through from source data to product delivery. This book will appeal to professionals and researchers in the areas of GIS, mobile telecommunications
services and LBS. It provides a comprehensive view and in-depth knowledge for academia and industry alike. It serves as essential reading and an excellent resource
for final year undergraduate and postgraduate students in GIScience, Geography, Mobile Computing or Information Systems who wish to develop their understanding
of LBS.
The Handbook of Geographic Information Science John P. Wilson 2008-04-15 This Handbook is an essential reference and a guide to the rapidly expanding field of

Geographic Information Science. Designed for students and researchers who want an in-depth treatment of the subject, including background information Comprises
around 40 substantial essays, each written by a recognized expert in a particular area Covers the full spectrum of research in GIS Surveys the increasing number of
applications of GIS Predicts how GIS is likely to evolve in the near future
Handbook of Research on Geoinformatics Karimi, Hassan A. 2009-01-31 "This book discusses the complete range of contemporary research topics such as
computer modeling, geometry, geoprocessing, and geographic information systems"--Provided by publisher.
Encyclopedia of GIS Shashi Shekhar 2007-12-12 The Encyclopedia of GIS provides a comprehensive and authoritative guide, contributed by experts and peerreviewed for accuracy, and alphabetically arranged for convenient access. The entries explain key software and processes used by geographers and computational
scientists. Major overviews are provided for nearly 200 topics: Geoinformatics, Spatial Cognition, and Location-Based Services and more. Shorter entries define
specific terms and concepts. The reference will be published as a print volume with abundant black and white art, and simultaneously as an XML online reference with
hyperlinked citations, cross-references, four-color art, links to web-based maps, and other interactive features.
Web and Wireless Geographical Information Systems J. Mark Ware 2008-04-12 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Symposium
on Web and Wireless Geographical Information Systems, W2GIS 2007, held in Cardiff, UK, in November 2007. The 21 revised full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 45 submissions. The papers provide an up-to-date review of advances in recent development of Web and wireless geographical
information systems, and address a broad range of issues like conceptual and logical models for W2GIS.
Strategic Information Systems: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Hunter, M. Gordon 2009-08-31 "This 4-volume set provides a compendium of
comprehensive advanced research articles written by an international collaboration of experts involved with the strategic use of information systems"--Provided by
publisher.
Approaches to Human Geography Stuart Aitken 2006-01-27 Approaches to Human Geography is the essential student primer on theory and practice in Human
Geography. It is a systematic review of the key ideas and debates informing post-war geography, explaining how those ideas work in practice. Avoiding jargon - while
attentive to the rigor and complexity of the ideas that underlie geographic knowledge – the text is written for students who have not met philosophical or theoretical
approaches before. This is a beginning guide to geographic research and practice.
Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology Mehdi Khosrow-Pour 2009 "This set of books represents a detailed compendium of authoritative, researchbased entries that define the contemporary state of knowledge on technology"--Provided by publisher.
Geographic Information Systems for the Social Sciences Steven J. Steinberg 2005-08-04 Geographic Information Systems for the Social Sciences: Investigating
Space and Place is the first book to take a cutting-edge approach to integrating spatial concepts into the social sciences. In this text, authors Steven J. Steinberg and
Sheila L. Steinberg simplify GIS (Geographic Information Systems) for practitioners and students in the social sciences through the use of examples and actual
program exercises so that they can become comfortable incorporating this research tool into their repertoire and scope of interest. The authors provide learning
objectives for each chapter, chapter summaries, links to relevant Web sites, as well as suggestions for student research projects.
Internet GIS Zhong-Ren Peng 2003-03-31 * Provides case studies in each chapter illustrating how principles work in practice. * Compares strengths and weaknesses
of off-the-shelf software packages.
Advances in Web-based GIS, Mapping Services and Applications Songnian Li 2011-05-09 Advances in Web-based GIS, Mapping Services and Applications is
published as part of ISPRS WG IV/5 effort, and aims at presenting (1) Recent technological advancements, e.g., new developments under Web 2.0, map mashups,
neogeography and the like; (2) Balanced theoretical discussions and technical implementations; (3) Commentary on the current stages of development; and (4)
Prediction of developments over the next decade. Containing 21 contributions from 60 researchers active within ISPRS communities, most of them from academia
and some from governments, the book covers a wide range of topics related to the state-of-the-art in web mapping/GIS and geographic information services. The
volume is organized in five sections: 1. Analytical and Geospatial Services; 2. Performance; 3. Augmentation and LBS; 4. Collaboration and Decision Making, and 5.
Open Standards for Geospatial Services. Supported by a considerable number of technical details and examples, an overall view of the current achievements and
progress made in the field of web-based GIS and mapping services is given. The chapters reflect timely and future developments addressing: constant updating of
related web and geospatial technologies as well as the revolution of web mapping caused by mainstream IT vendors such as Google, Yahoo and Microsoft; increased
interest from industry on geo-spatial information technologies; and increasing demand from the general public for prompt and effective spatial information services.

Advances in Web-based GIS, Mapping Services and Applications will appeal to academia and researchers, application specialists and developers, practitioners, and
undergraduate and graduate students interested in distributed and web-based geoinformation systems and applications, geodatabases, and digital mapping.
Geographic Information Systems: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Management Association, Information Resources 2012-09-30 Developments in
technologies have evolved in a much wider use of technology throughout science, government, and business; resulting in the expansion of geographic information
systems. GIS is the academic study and practice of presenting geographical data through a system designed to capture, store, analyze, and manage geographic
information. Geographic Information Systems: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a collection of knowledge on the latest advancements and
research of geographic information systems. This book aims to be useful for academics and practitioners involved in geographical data.
Wireless Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications Management Association, Information Resources 2011-08-31 Contains the latest research,
case studies, theories, and methodologies within the field of wireless technologies.
CAD and GIS Integration Hassan A. Karimi 2009-12-17 When used together effectively, computer-aided design (CAD) and geospatial information systems (GIS) have
a solid track record for streamlining decision making and reducing inefficiencies in the design, planning, and execution of critical operations and projects. And a
growing number of engineering tasks in numerous fields—including design, architecture, construction, and asset management—now require the knowledge of many
interrelated yet disconnected CAD/GIS tools and task-specific software. A multidisciplinary resource delineating existing and emerging solutions for CAD/GIS
integration issues, CAD and GIS Integration provides a clear understanding of the state of the art in this area of growing importance. It brings together in-depth
descriptions of existing and emerging techniques, methodologies, and technologies to examine approaches that enable data and operations interoperability between
CAD/GIS. Starting with a review of fundamental concepts and theories, the book: Addresses contemporary issues and challenges Provides a collection of helpful
methodologies, techniques, and technologies for integrating CAD and GIS Presents balanced coverage of CAD and GIS technologies and applications Highlights
emerging trends in CAD/GIS integration Explores the state-of-the-art in the application of CAD and GIS technologies, data, and operations for decision making From
early developments to current trends and future directions, this concise resource allows you to get up to speed quickly on what it takes to get the most of these two
dynamic technologies. Numerous example applications of effective CAD/GIS integration provide the understanding needed to improve designs, make better
decisions, and reduce or even eliminate costly errors in your next project.
The Internet Encyclopedia, Volume 2 (G - O) Hossein Bidgoli 2004-05-11 The Internet Encyclopedia in a 3-volume reference work on the internet as a business tool,
IT platform, and communications and commerce medium.
Information Fusion and Geographic Information Systems Vasily V. Popovich 2007-10-29 These Proceedings of the Third International Workshop introduce research
results in the areas of information integration, development of GIS and GIS-applications for a wide spectrum of information systems varying considerably in purpose
and scale. The new class of GIS - intelligent GIS - is considered, including principles of their building and programming technologies. Special attention is drawn to the
development of ontologies and their use in GIS and GIS-applications.
Encyclopedia of Geography Barney Warf 2010-09-21 Simply stated, geography studies the locations of things and the explanations that underlie spatial distributions.
Profound forces at work throughout the world have made geographical knowledge increasingly important for understanding numerous human dilemmas and our
capacities to address them. With more than 1,200 entries, the Encyclopedia of Geography reflects how the growth of geography has propelled a demand for
intermediaries between the abstract language of academia and the ordinary language of everyday life. The six volumes of this encyclopedia encapsulate a diverse
array of topics to offer a comprehensive and useful summary of the state of the discipline in the early 21st century. Key Features Gives a concise historical sketch of
geography's long, rich, and fascinating history, including human geography, physical geography, and GIS Provides succinct summaries of trends such as
globalization, environmental destruction, new geospatial technologies, and cyberspace Decomposes geography into the six broad subject areas: physical geography;
human geography; nature and society; methods, models, and GIS; history of geography; and geographer biographies, geographic organizations, and important social
movements Provides hundreds of color illustrations and images that lend depth and realism to the text Includes a special map section Key Themes Physical
Geography Human Geography Nature and Society Methods, Models, and GIS People, Organizations, and Movements History of Geography This encyclopedia
strategically reflects the enormous diversity of the discipline, the multiple meanings of space itself, and the diverse views of geographers. It brings together the
diversity of geographical knowledge, making it an invaluable resource for any academic library.
Principles of Geographical Information Systems Peter A. Burrough 2015 Geographical data are used in so many aspects of our lives today, from disaster relief

operations to finding directions on our cellphones. Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are the software tools that turn raw data into useful information that can
help us understand our world better.Principles of Geographical Information Systems presents a strong theoretical basis for GIS-often lacking in other texts-and an
account of its practice. Through real-world examples, this text clearly explains the importance of spatial data and the information systems based upon them in solving
arange of practical problems.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of the Internet Barney Warf 2018-05-15 The SAGE Encyclopedia of the Internet addresses the many related topics pertaining to cyberspace,
email, the World Wide Web, and social media. Entries will range from popular topics such as Alibaba and YouTube to important current controversies such as Net
Neutrality and cyberterrorism.
Collaborative Geographic Information Systems Balram, Shivanand 2006-03-31 "This book provides a comprehensive treatment of collaborative GIS focusing on
system design, group spatial planning and mapping; modeling, decision support, and visualization; and internet and wireless applications"--Provided by publisher.
A Research Agenda for Geographic Information Science at the United States Geological Survey National Research Council 2007-10-26 Comprehensive and
authoritative baseline geospatial data content is crucial to the nation and to the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The USGS founded its Center of Excellence for
Geospatial Information Science (CEGIS) in 2006 to develop and distribute national geospatial data assets in a fast-moving information technology environment. In
order to fulfill this mission, the USGS asked the National Research Council to assess current GIScience capabilities at the USGS, identify current and future needs for
GIScience capabilities, recommend strategies for strengthening these capabilities and for collaborating with others to maximize research productivity, and make
recommendations regarding the most effective research areas for CEGIS to pursue. With an initial focus on improving the capabilities of The National Map, the report
recommends three priority research areas for CEGIS: information access and dissemination, data integration, and data models, and further identifies research topics
within these areas that CEGIS should pursue. To address these research topics, CEGIS needs a sustainable research management process that involves a portfolio
of collaborative research that balances short and long term goals.
Web Engineering Advancements and Trends: Building New Dimensions of Information Technology Alkhatib, Ghazi I. 2010-01-31 Web Engineering Advancements
and Trends: Building New Dimensions of Information Technology examines integrated approaches in new dimensions of social and organizational knowledge sharing
with emphasis on intelligent and personalized access.
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